
 Curriculum vitae

PERSONAL INFORMATION Ante Poljak 

Huga Ehrlicha 5, 10000 Zagreb (Croatia) 

 (+385)97 6600 997    

 ante.poljak87@gmail.com 

WORK EXPERIENCE

05/2013–Present Translator
Iolar, Zagreb (Croatia) 

Translator for technical documentation, brochures, user manuals and other needed documentation 
(from various fields: medicine, programming, engineering, technical translations).

Experienced in using various CAT tools (including TRADOS 2011/2014/2015, memoQ 
2013/2014/2015, Across, GTT, Transit).

Some of the projects I`ve been working on:

Field: mechanical engineering

Language combination: DE-HR

Client: Fronius (Fronius is active in the fields of welding technology, photovoltaics and battery 
charging technology.)

- I have translated and proofread more than 70 projects for this Client; with topics such as: Perfect 
Welding, Solar Energy, Perfect Charging

- text range from user manuals and marketing brochures to UIs

- I have translated and reviewed more than 75.000 words for this Client

Field: programming and marketing
 Language combination: EN-HR

Client: Google (American multinational technology company specializing in Internet-related services 
and products that include online advertising technologies, search, cloud computing, software, and 
hardware.)

- I have translated and proofread very large number of projects (~3000), ranging from projects with 
just few words to projects with several thousand words

- projects include different text types: user manuals, help center articles, marketing texts, UIs, legal 
texts

- I have translated and reviewed ~2000 pages for Google (1 page = 250 words

Filed: medicine

Language combination: DE-HR

Client: W&H (The W&H Group, a family company whose registered office is in Bürmoos, Austria, is 
one of the world's leading manufacturers of dental handpieces and turbines.)

- I have translated documents related to dental equipment, mainly instructional guides and marketing 
brochures

- I have translated and reviewed dozens of manuals (200+ pages)
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- I have also worked on a glossary of technical terms for this Client

Field: mechanical engineering

Language combination: DE-HR

Client: Abicor Binzel (Manufacturer of inert-gas shielded welding and cutting torches for MIG/MAG, 
TIG and plasma applications.)

- I have translated and proofread several projects for this Client (50+ pages)

- I have translated instructional manuals

Filed: medicine

Language combination: DE-HR

Client: Sartorius (Sartorius is a leading international pharmaceutical and laboratory equipment 
supplier.)

- I have translated and proofread documents related to laboratory equipment, mainly instructional 
guides

- I have translated and reviewed several manuals for this Client (50+ pages)

09/2009–05/2013 Translator
Meditronik, Zagreb (Croatia) 

Meditronik offers various solutions for road safety, forensics and tunnel LED lighting.

- I have been translating various documents, from user manuals and brochures to technical 
documentation (Certificates of Conformity...).

- I have been translating documentation for traffic enforcement cameras and radars (GATSO, Vizier, 
PolCam Smart Eye)

- I have translated few hundred pages for Meditronik

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

10/2006–07/2009 univ. back. philol. germ / univ. back. philol. bohem. EQF level 6

Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Zagreb (Croatia) 

10/2009–07/2012 mag. educ. philol. germ. / mag. bohem.
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Zagreb (Croatia) 

PERSONAL SKILLS

Mother tongue(s) Croatian

Other language(s) UNDERSTANDING SPEAKING WRITING

Listening Reading Spoken interaction Spoken production

English C2 C2 C1 C1 C2

German C2 C2 C1 C1 C2

Czech C1 C1 B2 B2 C1

Levels: A1 and A2: Basic user - B1 and B2: Independent user - C1 and C2: Proficient user
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 
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Communication skills - good communication skills

- excellent contact skills

Organisational / managerial skills - good organizational skills

- ability to work to deadlines

Job-related skills - good knowledge and ability with CAT Tools (Trados 2011/2014/2015, Across, memoq 
2013/2014/2015, GTT)

- emphasis on getting things done

Digital competence SELF-ASSESSMENT

Information
processing

Communication
Content
creation

Safety
Problem
solving

Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user Proficient user

Digital competences - Self-assessment grid 

- I use various CAT tools: Trados, Memoq, Across, GTT, Transit, T-stream

- Office tools (Word, Excel, Power Point)

- Foxit reader (PDF-s)
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